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Arash was an Iranian national hero who sacrificed his life for the glory of his country.When the bloody and
long-lasting war between Iran and Turan came to an end, the rulers of both countries decided to make peace
and to fix the boundary between their kingdoms. The defeated Iran was ordered to shoot an arrow towards
Turan. Where the arrow landed was to mark the border between the two countries. An Iranian super hero,
Arash, agreed to shoot the arrow from the peak of the Damavand (Irans highest mountain). One morning of
Tir (July), Arash climbed Mount Damavand and faced the direction of Turan lands, and with all his strength
pulled his bow.The arrow flew the whole morning and fell at noon - 2250 kilometers on the bank of the Oxus
River in what is now Central Asia. The river remained the boundary between Iran and Turan for centuries.

When Arash let his bow go, he fell to the ground on Mount Damavand and passed away....

In ancient Iranian mythology Arash was a mighty archer. Persian Arash was a famous archer. The arrow of the
great archer travels. 30 Day Replacement Guarantee.

Archer Arash

His dream is to shoot an arrow far enough to mark the border between the rival empires of Persia and Tooran.
FREE shipping on qualifying offers. As an Area of Effect NP it can reliably kill a wave of enemies in daily

missions with the exception of Lancer enemies in one go with the caveat of Arash. Arash the legendary archer
of Iranian mythology is one of the best Servants for farming and clearing waves. Bond 3 B . His dream is to
shoot an arrow far enough to mark the border between the rival empires of Persia and Tooran. Arash knew
that the width of chaste pure land of Iran would depend on the power of his arrow and he had to put all his
power in that. The arrow fell on the bank of the River Oxus in what is now Central Asia. 2000x2000px
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748.36 KB. When the bloody and longlasting war between Iran and Turan came to an end the rulers of both
countries decided to make peace and to fix the boundary between their kingdoms. Arash the ArcherPersian
rae Kamngir is a heroic archerfigure of Iranian oral tradition and folklore. And it was him who was chosen to
finish this. Arash the Archer Persian rae Kamngr is a heroic archer figure of Iranian mythology. Something

that would be his and his alone.
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